
Point of View
Statements
WEATHER APPS



Exercise

Read through reviews of 3 apps
and sort useful comments into

“Positive,” “Negative,” and

“Constructive.” Then using these

reviews construct 2 Point of
View (POV) statements for each

app using the below structure.

[User (descriptive)] needs [need

(verb)] because [insight (compelling)]



Access detailed and reliable weather information in one handy place

with The Weather Channel app, an IBM Business. Stay up to date

and prepared no matter the weather with our live radar, storm tracker,

weather maps and severe weather alerts.

 
You can also manage personal weather alerts, so you receive

notifications that are important to you. Plus, we’ve got a whole range

of useful weather features for you to plan ahead with confidence.

4.6/5
1.1M Ratings

#1 in Weather

The Weather Channel



The Weather Channel Appearance



The Weather Channel Positive Reviews



The Weather Channel Negative Reviews



The Weather Channel Constructive Reviews



POV Statements

Users who have busy lives NEED to view all weather forecast data in 1 central location

without superfluous content or interruptions BECAUSE it's annoying to spend extra time on

a daily activity that is expected to be an easy, automatic process.

Users who travel or have family and friends living in different places NEED to be able to

save and view multiple preferred locations' forecasts BECAUSE they often care about the

weather in their current locations as well as other locations far away at the same time.

The Weather Channel



Dark Sky is the most accurate source of hyperlocal weather

information. With down-to-the-minute forecasts, you’ll know exactly

when the rain will start or stop, right where you’re standing. (It’s like

magic.)

 
Dark Sky is able to create forecasts for your precise location, giving

you minute-by-minute predictions for the next hour and hour-by-hour

forecasts for the next day and week.

4.5/5
56.3K Ratings

#1 in Weather (Editors' Choice)

Dark Sky Weather



Dark Sky Weather Appearance



Dark Sky Weather Positive Reviews



Dark Sky Weather Negative Reviews



Dark Sky Weather Constructive Reviews



POV Statements

Users who have outdoor work, exercise, and leisure activities NEED to use radar with

robust functionality and multiple modes BECAUSE it provides them minute-by-minute

precision in their weather forecasts that enables strategic scheduling.

Users accustom to personalized and streamlined digital experiences NEED to customize

the types of weather data they see in their daily forecasts BECAUSE it helps them focus on

the data points that they care about most.

Dark Sky Weather



Get live forecast news, weather updates and severe storm alerts with

AccuWeather - superior accuracy™ you can rely on. 

 
AccuWeather’s precision and scientific accuracy lets you stay one step

ahead. Be prepared for any sudden changes in weather with live alerts

and detailed reports. Plus our daily snapshots provide cloud cover, UV

index and RealFeel Temperature® making the unpredictable,

predictable.

4.7/5
1.2M Ratings

#2 in Weather 

AccuWeather



AccuWeather Appearance



AccuWeather Positive Reviews



AccuWeather Negative Reviews



AccuWeather Constructive Reviews



POV Statements

Users who live in areas where sudden severe weather is common NEED to receive

detailed, accurate weather alerts on their mobile devices BECAUSE time is of the essence

in emergency weather situations and wasting time can endanger them.

Users with certain medical conditions NEED to base their daily activities

on weather forecast data BECAUSE they are physically sensitive to even slight changes in

the weather.

AccuWeather


